
Jungscharspiel (Grundtyp)

 

Das Spiel ist eine Abwandlung von Monopoly

The following idea is a variation of a game invented at an expert course of "Hiking and off-road
sports" in Magglingen. It is a variation of the well-known "Monopoly".

Basic type required:

10-20 young warriors
2-4 leaders
Picture puzzles (make your own) on "Biblical Questions"

With the help of wrapping paper or large sheets of cardboard, we lay out a square on the floor or
on tables

Jungschar games

Riddles and Bible Questions
Riddles

https://youngstarswiki.org/de/wiki/art/jungscharspiel-grundtyp
https://youngstarswiki.org/sites/default/files/local_import/Jungscharspiele.pdf


There is an animal hidden in each of the following words; there are even two in the last one. Who
can find out all the hidden animal? Coffee, Eberhard, tangent, armchair, mirror, moat, revolving
door, grape, waltz, schoolhouse.

Who is this? Fritz's father has a sister and she has a son. This son has an only uncle and he has
an only son. Who is that?

What is the name of the lady in yellow? Mrs Yellow, Mrs Red, Mrs Blue are talking to each other.
One of the ladies is wearing a yellow dress, one is wearing a red dress, and one is wearing a blue
dress. "Strange," suddenly says the lady with the yellow dress, "none of us is wearing a dress the
color of her name!" Mrs. Red replies, "Indeed, how funny!" - What is the name of the lady in the
yellow dress?

Sinister it was ... If someone has in his drawer 20 pairs of socks, 10 pairs of white and 10 pairs of
black - but all in a hopeless mess and not, say, neatly together pair by pair: How many times
must this person reach into the drawer - pulling out one sock at a time - in order to have with
certainty a pair of socks of the same colour - whatever the colour? Assume that it is pitch black
night and no light source can be turned on.

- What does everyone want to become, but no one likes to be?

- One egg takes 4 minutes to boil, how much time does it take to boil 6 eggs?

- What is always full when you use it and always empty when you put it away?

- Where is the most hay cut?

- What is this: the whole is meat; but if you leave out the first letter, it is also meat-etc.

- What Ranger characters do you think you need most on an ordinary run? Name no more than five
characters!

- There are, on the whole, seven Jungian rules. In which rule does the word "Jungschar ..." occur
directly?

- Predators are unfortunately becoming increasingly rare in Switzerland. Name eight native species
of predators!

- Three bird species ... larger than many songbirds and forest birds; you often hear their knocking
... Do you know them?

- Name five species of owls!

- Which is the largest species of owl?

- Name seven species of birds of prey!

- Which two birds of prey are most common in our country?

- What is the most difficult ranger sign? Draw it and its meaning on a piece of paper!



- We know deciduous trees with edible and inedible fruits. Name three species with inedible fruits!

- What is the name of the Jungian principle?

- We basically distinguish between deciduous and coniferous trees. Do you know three other
coniferous trees besides the Norway spruce (noble trees like blue spruce etc. excluded)? Name
them!

- There are two poisonous native snake species in Switzerland. What are their names?

- Do you also know two non-poisonous snake species that occur in Switzerland?

Biblical questions ...

Enjoy!
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